Host Steve says:
-@-@-@-@-  RESUME MISSION -@-@-@-@-

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  Red Alert!  Raise shields!

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  FROM THE ROOFTOPS, CONTINUED POLARON RIFLE FIRE STREAKS DOWN ON THE AT

FCO_Braun says:
:: initiates evasive maneuvers ::

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Raising shields, and weapons coming online.

CMO_Lee says:
::in sickbay, just released by the EMH, and notices the red alert::

CTO_Terr says:
# ::looks up to the see the CO firing his phaser::

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  Mr. Mabistar, hail the frigate!

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE LEAD FRIGATE FIRES JUST BEFORE THE SHIELDS COME UP.  THE FIRST POLARON BEAM STRIKING JUST OVER THE LEFT NACELLE.

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Hailing frequencies open.

CMO_Lee says:
::heads up to the bridge to help::

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Direct hit to port nacelle.

XO_Krieg says:
# ::talking to self:: Think..think...where are we? What street?

CSO_Fist says:
# COM: Pharaoh: Medical emergency! The CTO has been hit!

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE PHARAOH IS ROCKED BY THE STRIKE

FCO_Braun says:
COM: Frigate:  Unidentified frigate, this is the Federation Starship Pharaoh.  Break off your attack or we will be forced to fire!

TAC_Mabis says:
::holds on to console::

CTO_Terr says:
# CO: Did you get the NCC number of that Runabout?  ::in a daze::

FCO_Braun says:
:: continues with evasive maneuvers, trying to come aft of the frigate ::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE 4 FRIGATES MOVE INTO ATTACK POSITION, MORE TORPEDOES AND POLARON BEAMS STRIKING THE NOW RAISED SHIELDS

CMO_Lee says:
COM: CSO: I would try to get to him, but we're under attack.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE DAMPENING FIELD PREVENTS COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE SURFACE

CMO_Lee says:
::arrives on the bridge::

CO_Krust says:
# :: returning fire::

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Returning fire, main phasers.

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  Mr. Terrence and I have come up with some maneuvers for this situation.  Pull up attack sequence Delta Delta Zero and be ready to fire on my command.

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO:  Delta Delta Zero, aye.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  FROM THE FAR END OF THE ALLEY, WHAT APPEARS TO BE A NEW PRUSSIAN SOLDIER RAISES A GRENADE LAUNCHER AND FIRES SENDING A PHOTON GRENADE TOWARD THE MIXED VON KRIEG / FEDERATION PARTY

OPSFowler says:
::feels the deck pitch while running to the nearest turbolift::

CTO_Terr says:
# ::gets brain together:: CO: You got a hypo and some tylenol?

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  Target their aft shields and engineering sections. Fire!

CSO_Fist says:
# All : Fire in the hole!

FCO_Braun says:
:: initiates attack run on the stern of the frigate ::

CTO_Terr says:
# ::looks down at the wound, nothing that he's had worse::

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Firing phasers.

OPSFowler says:
TL: Bridge.

CSO_Fist says:
# ::ducks for cover::

Host Steve says:
#  <Cns>  ::turns too late to see the grenade, leaps away::

CO_Krust says:
# CTO: Hang tight, Lt.!

XO_Krieg says:
# ::taps com badge::   *CSO*: Fist, acknowledge.

XO_Krieg says:
# ::snaps off a shot down the alley::

CTO_Terr says:
# CO: I'm a waste here, sir. Some pain suppressants and I'll be able to fight till we get back to the ship.   ::runs out of breath::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE GRENADE EXPLODES, SENDING THE YOUNG COUNSELOR THROUGH THE AIR AND SLAMMING HER INTO THE ADJACENT SIDE OF THE STREET, HER HEAD HITTING THE BRICK WITH A SICKENING THUD

CSO_Fist says:
# *XO*: Here, sir.

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Shields holding. Still unable to locate the AT.

FCO_Braun says:
:: continues to maneuver to avoid being bracketed by the other frigates ::

CO_Krust says:
# :: taps badge:: *CSO*: Daven! Can we use the data up-link on a PADD to contact the Pharaoh?

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE FRIGATES CLEARLY OUTNUMBER THE PHARAOH, MORE AND MORE POLARON BEAMS STRIKING THE SMALL SHIP: SHIELDS AT 55%

CTO_Terr says:
# CO: SIr, the counselor!!!!

OPSFowler says:
::TL arrives at the bridge:: 

XO_Krieg says:
# CSO: Fist, can your tricorder generate an interference field to shut down their weapons?

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Jakob, where do you need me?

CTO_Terr says:
# ::thinks, pain is an illusion, it's nothing more than stupid nerve endings::

Host Steve says:
#  <CNS>  ::lies inert, Rose yipping and protecting her inert form::

CMO_Lee says:
     FCO: Need some help?

FCO_Braun says:
:: sees the CMO :: CMO:  Mr. Lee, could you man engineering?

CTO_Terr says:
# ::checks phaser and powers up::

CO_Krust says:
# *CSO*:  They may not be jamming data frequencies!

CTO_Terr says:
# CO: I'm going to get the counselor to cover.

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  Lt. Fowler, please take your station.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE PHARAOH IS ROCKED BY INCOMING TORPEDOES AND POLARON BEAM FIRE. THE SHIP BEING ROCKED BY NEAR MISSES AND HITS

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Shields now down to 55%.

XO_Krieg says:
# ::fires and moves out into the alley for the cover of a truck::

CMO_Lee says:
      ::mumbles::  I'm a doctor, not an engineer.

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  How are we faring against the main frigate, Mr. Mabistar?

CMO_Lee says:
FCO: Yes, sir.

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Aye ::goes to her station, while trying to keep her balance::

CO_Krust says:
# ::yells:: CTO: No heroics, Andrew.

CTO_Terr says:
# ::looks left, then right, then charges across the street, half diving and half falling at the end, ontop of the CNS::

Host Steve says:
# <MvKrieg>  ::grabs a rifle from a dead NPP soldier::  Magnus:  We must escape!  Or the lies that have buried Lucien will forever be set!

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Not well, shields down to 55%.  Suggest torpedoes.

CSO_Fist says:
# *CO/XO* : There is a dampening field preventing communications with the ship. Trying to create a high-end interference field.

CTO_Terr says:
# ::screams as the ground slams against his shoulder::

CMO_Lee says:
::moves over to the engineering station::

CO_Krust says:
# *CSO* : Do it!

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  Coming around for another attack run on her stern. Torpedoes full spread.

CO_Krust says:
# :: fires phaser at roof line::

CSO_Fist says:
# ::attempting a data link with the Pharaoh::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE PHARAOH IS ROCKED AS THE FIRST PHOTON TORPEDO STREAKS THROUGH HER WEAKENED SHIELDS, THE WEAPON STRIKING JUST AFT OF THE STARBOARD BROUSARD ASSEMBLY / PHASER CANNON ARRAY. THE SHIP IS ROCKED WITH A DEAFENING EXPLOSION

XO_Krieg says:
# Manfried: The Parliament building; can we push them back?

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Torpedoes ready.

Host Steve  (Warning Outer Hull Breach.wav)

CTO_Terr says:
# ::slowly and painfully drags the counselor into a doorway, protecting her from any phaser fire while getting the dog out of the way::

CTO_Terr says:
# CNS: Do you hear me?

FCO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Belay that. The situation is worse than we feared. We have to withdraw.

Host Steve says:
#  <Manfried>  XO:  We are covered from an elevated position; out numbered and outgunned.  ::returns fire::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE COUNSELOR DOESN'T RESPOND

OPSFowler says:
::fingers fly over her board:: FCO: That last torpedo hit just aft of the phaser cannon.

CMO_Lee says:
::activates hull forcefields::

FCO_Braun says:
:: plots an escape vector for full impulse ::

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Recommend running through the line and hitting from behind.

CTO_Terr says:
# CNS: Wake up, woman. Your a councellor; I'm a fighter. Your not supposed to die!!!

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE COUNSELOR IS BARELY BREATHING, THE BACK OF HER HEAD WET WITH BLOOD

OPSFowler says:
FCO: The LRS is picking up another vessel.  It's a federation starship.

CO_Krust says:
# *CSO* : Anything, Daven?

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  Lt. Fowler, hail them and ask for their assistance.

CSO_Fist says:
# *CO* : I have established a data link.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  ONE OF THE VON KRIEG GUARDS IS KILLED, TAKING TWO NPP REGULARS WITH HIM

CTO_Terr says:
# ::shouts:: CO: Sir, I need help over here and not for me. the counselor is hurt pretty bad.

CMO_Lee says:
::takes power from all non-essential systems and puts it into shield and hull intregity::

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Aye.  ::hailing the Federation ship::

XO_Krieg says:
# ::surveys the street looking for entry into the tallest building::

FCO_Braun says:
:: moves at full impulse engaging in evasive maneuvers away from the frigates ::

CTO_Terr says:
# CO: I think it's a massive head wound; lots of bleeding. She needs medical help now!

OPSFowler says:
    FCO: Captian Wolfe of the USS Monarchy.

Host COWolfe says:
@ <COWolfe>  COM: Pharaoh: We read you, Pharaoh. This is Captain Max Wolfe of the USS Monarchy.   What is the problem?

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Continuing phaser spread and torpedos, sir.

CO_Krust says:
# CTO: Then take the sons o' targs OUT!!!

FCO_Braun says:
COM: Monarchy: Captain Wolfe, we are under attack by four New Prussian frigates. Request assistance immediately.

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE FRIGATES SLOW THEIR PURSUIT, UNDER THE SURPRISING FIRE FROM THE PHARAOH

CSO_Fist says:
# ::sending data transmission of coordinates, priority one::

Host COWolfe says:
@ COM: Pharaoh:  Understood. ETA....5 minutes. Monarchy, out.

CTO_Terr says:
# ::looks up:: CO: AYE, SIR!!!!  ::gets out from the door and fires off a burst, hitting a soldier in the chest::

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Their ETA is 5 minutes.

FCO_Braun says:
:: notices the frigates breaking off ::

XO_Krieg says:
# Manfried:That building over there. ::firing toward the structure:: If we gain entry we can pin down the snipers!

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  Thank you, Lt.

CO_Krust says:
# :: returns fire in turn::

Host COWolfe says:
# <Manfried> XO:  Go!  I will cover you!  ::fires his weapon::

FCO_Braun says:
CMO:  Damage report?

CSO_Fist says:
# ::moves to help the CTO and CNS::

CTO_Terr says:
# ::goes crazy and starts firing even more, taking a few more down, screaming:: All: COME ON, IS THAT ALL YOU GOT?!?

CO_Krust says:
# :: notes XO's move and follows::

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Sir, the frigates are slowing a bit. I am attempting to rotate phaser frequencies to penetrate their shields and find a weakness.

XO_Krieg says:
# ::runs in a jagged, uneven pattern towards the entry::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  A POLARON BLAST NEARLY TAKES LT. TERRANCE'S HEAD OFF

CTO_Terr says:
# ::sees the XO running and lays down covering fire::

CO_Krust says:
# :: runs an opposite pattern::

CMO_Lee says:
FCO: Hull breaches on Decks 3 and 4, Sections 4-7.

Host COWolfe says:
#  <Manfied>  ::follows his son, firing as he moves::

CTO_Terr says:
# ::goes prone, yelling:: All: MISSED ME!!!

FCO_Braun says:
CMO:  Have damage control teams dispatched, please.

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE 4 FRIGATES MOVE IN, SUDDENLY ACCELERATING TOWARD THE SMALL SHIP

CO_Krust says:
# :: taps badge:: *CTO*: Keep them busy, Andrew!

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: The frigates are closing in on us.

FCO_Braun says:
::moves from the flight control to the big chair ::  OPS:  Lt. Fowler, please channel your OPS staion to flight contol and man that staion.

CSO_Fist says:
# CTO :  How is she? ::dresses head wound::

CTO_Terr says:
# ::in response, Terrance fires three more shots, getting lucky with two on the same guy::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  AS THE CO AND XO REACH THE BUILDING, MANFRIED STUMBLES AND IS SHOT DEAD IN THE BACK, FALLING INTO THE DOORWAY WITH A THUD

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  Target the front shield. Use our aft torpedoes.

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Aye. ::reroutes the controls::

CO_Krust says:
# :: joins the XO in the door way::

FCO_Braun says:
ALL:  Let's see how they like eating torpedos.

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE 4 FRIGATES FIRE, THEIR BEAMS STRIKING THE AFT PORTION OF THE SHIP GRIMLY, ROCKING THE SHIP

OPSFowler says:
::moves over to the vacated seat::

CTO_Terr says:
# CSO: I'm moving out from here, you look after her.  Massive head injury, lots of bleeding, keep her wound clean and elevated and don't move her anymore than that.  If you have a hypo, shove in a coagulating agent.

CSO_Fist says:
# CTO: Right. ::opens first-aid kit::

XO_Krieg says:
# ::stops cold and simply stares as the life leaves his father's eyes::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE LEAD FRIGATE BACKS OFF, THE TORPEDOES STRIKING IT DEAD ON

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  How close are they?

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Aye, sensors indicate that their shields are equivalent to the Miranda class.

CO_Krust says:
# :: eyes go wide with shock, he looks to his XO::

CTO_Terr says:
# ::see's ManfrIed's body and runs forward, swooping to grab the body and bring it inside::

CO_Krust says:
# Manfried: Hold on, man!

Host COWolfe says:
   # <Manfried>  XO:  Make them....pay.......for...........Lucien.....................

XO_Krieg says:
# Manfried: Yes, sir......father.

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE USS MONARCHY DROPS FROM WARP AND STREAKS TOWARD THE DAMAGED PHARAOH

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  Mr. Mabistar, ready the front phasers and torpedoes.

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Direct hit on the lead frigate.  Recommend another barrage of torpedoes.

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Looks like the calvery has arrived.

CO_Krust says:
# CTO: You were ordered to hold your ground, Mr.!!!

Host COWolfe says:
#  <Manfried>  ::his chest rises once and falls....to rise no more::

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  Initiate a tight loop, bring us behind them!

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Weapons ready.

CMO_Lee says:
::dispatches repair teams::

CSO_Fist # ::injects hypo:: (Hypospray.wav)

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Aye, sir! ::flying the ship in a tight loop::

CTO_Terr says:
# CO: Too many people in that doorway could mean a more lucrative target for the assassins, and I want as little phasers in that doorway as possible.  The counselor is hurt very bad, sir.

FCO_Braun says:
COM: Monarchy:  Monarchy!  Good to see you!  If you could assist us, please.

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE SOVEREIGN CLASS STARSHIP UNLEASHES A FLURRY OF QUANTUM TORPS ON THE 2ND FRIGATE, STRIKING THE LEAD FRIGATE IN THE PORT NACELLE...BLOWING IT OFF AND SENDING THE FRIGATE CARTWHEELING THROUGH SPACE

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  Fire!

CO_Krust says:
# :: cradles the man's head and forces eyes  open::

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Firing.

XO_Krieg says:
# ::reaches out an touches his father's face before charging into the building's ground floor::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE PHARAOH IS BEING HAILED

Host COWolfe says:
BY THE LEAD NEW PRUSSIAN FRIGATE

CSO_Fist says:
# ::sends another data transmission:: We need emergency beamout!

CTO_Terr says:
# CO: Go with him, sir. I'll stay with Manfried.

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO:  We are being hailed by the lead frigate.

Host COWolfe says:
@ COM: Pharaoh:  Glad we could be within earshot. It looks like they are withdrawing.

XO_Krieg says:
# ::moves inward with a cool, military precision::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE BUILDING IS QUIET, SAVE FOR THE CHAOS OUTSIDE

FCO_Braun says:
COM: Monarchy:  Thank you, Captian. If you could please stay around a bit; this may not be over yet.

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  AS THE FRIGATES DISENGAGE, THE DAMPENING FIELD DROPS AROUND THE AT. APPEARENTLY THE FRIGATES WERE THE SOURCE

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  Open a channel with the frigate.

CO_Krust says:
# ALL: paH'vaH tok Nuq chaH.  Manfried Neq ChaH. Sto'vokor  Nuq Dur theChocH. :: roars::

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Aye. Channel open.

XO_Krieg says:
# CO: Sir, the ground floor appears to be secured. Ready to move up.

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: The frigates are lowering their shields and deactivating their weapons.

FCO_Braun says:
COM: Frigate:  Unidentified frigate, stand down and prepare to be boarded.

Host COWolfe says:
<NPPFrigate>  COM: Pharaoh:  We are lowering shields and weapons. We surrender.

CO_Krust says:
# ::nods in understanding at the XO:: All: Move out!

XO_Krieg says:
# ::moves up to the second floor, phaser at the ready::

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  Could you ask the Monarchy if she can dispatch security teams to the frigates?

CTO_Terr says:
# ::looks up at the XO, knowing how he feels; his own father a victim of a terrorist bombing when he was only fourteen::

OPSFowler says:
FCO: On it, sir.

Host COWolfe says:
@ COM: Pharaoh:  We have the frigates. Do you need our assistence with security forces planetside as well?

XO_Krieg says:
# ::stalks up the stairs::

FCO_Braun says:
COM:  Monarchy:  We might at that.  I am going back now to retrieve our captain and the away team.

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: I have a lock on the AT.

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  Plot a course back to the New Prussian Capital World.

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Plotted and laid in.

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  Lets head back.

CO_Krust says:
# :: sets hand on XO's shoulder and mutters :: XO: We will avenge them, friend.

OPSFowler says:
::turns the ship back toward  New Prussia::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE PHARAOH AND MONARCHY, ESCORTING THE INERT FREIGHTERS, HEAD BACK INTO ORBIT

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  And see if you can get the captain on the channel.

CTO_Terr says:
# COM: Pharaoh: Jakob, we need emergency beam up on the counselor, directly to sickbay, now.  Tell Doctor Lee that she has a massive cranial injury, I think.  There was a lot of blood lost.  Daven is with her.  Pharaoh, do you read me now?

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Working on it.  ::tries hailing the AT::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  ANDREW'S COMM COMES THROUGH

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: I have a transmission.

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  Get them out, now!  All of them!

XO_Krieg says:
# ::looks rather emptily at K'rust::  CO: A victim of war, sir. Nothing more.

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: Transporting now.

CMO_Lee says:
FCO: I'll be in sickbay.

FCO_Braun says:
CMO:  Of course, Mr Lee. Thank you.

CMO_Lee says:
::runs to sickbay::

Host COWolfe ACTION:  WITH A SHIMMER, THE AT DISAPPEARS - ARRIVING IN THE PHARAOH TRANSPORTER ROOM (Transporter.wav)

CTO_Terr says:
::falls back onto the pad when the wall he was leaning on diasappeared::

XO_Krieg says:
::looks around at the tranporter room::

TAC_Mabis says:
FCO: AT aboard. Two members enroute to sickbay.

CSO_Fist says:
::carries the CNS to Sickbay::

CTO_Terr says:
::mutters a curse::

FCO_Braun says:
TAC:  Thank you, Mr. Mabistar.

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE CSO AND CNS APPEAR IN SICKBAY

CMO_Lee says:
::arrives in sickbay to find the CNS and CSO::

CO_Krust says:
:: taps comm badge:: *Bridge* : Jakob, secure the area we just left, now!

CO_Krust says:
:: heads to bridge::

CTO_Terr says:
::follows CO::

FCO_Braun says:
*CO*:  Aye, Captain.

Host COWolfe says:
<CNS>  ::lies inert, the bandage soaked with blood::

CSO_Fist says:
CMO: Doc, help her. She's hurt bad.

Host COWolfe says:
<Rose> ::barkbarkbarkyip!::

CMO_Lee says:
CSO: Help me get the counselor to the med bed.

Host COWolfe says:
@ COM: Pharaoh:  We've entered standard orbit. What is the plan?

CSO_Fist says:
::lifts her limp body::

CMO_Lee says:
::lifts::

XO_Krieg says:
::taps comm badge:: *Zimmerman* : Zimmerman, damage report.

CO_Krust says:
:: enters bridge::

CO_Krust says:
FCO: Report! 

FCO_Braun says:
COM: Monarchy:  Our tactical officer is sending coordinates now. If you could, dispatch security teams to that location. Be aware that it is pretty hostile, according to sensors.

CMO_Lee says:
CSO: Grab me that third hypospray, you are my new nurse.

CTO_Terr says:
::walks over to Mr. Mabistar:: TO: What happened?   ::clutches shoulder and reaches for the medikit::

CSO_Fist says:
CMO: The CTO is injured, as well, but he is stable.

XO_Krieg says:
::listens intently as Zimmerman relays the information::

TAC_Mabis says:
::sending coordinates to Monarchy::

CO_Krust says:
CTO: Andrew, report to Sickbay.

Host COWolfe says:
@ FCO:  Should we contact the planetary officials to take care of this?

CTO_Terr says:
::quickly injects pain relief::   CO: I'm fine, sir. It's just a flesh wound.

CO_Krust says:
FCO: You are relieved, Lt. ;  and well done!

TAC_Mabis says:
CTO: At the time I lost contact with you the frigates started attacking us.

CMO_Lee says:
::takes another hypospray that he knows he will need for a certain patient::

CTO_Terr says:
TO: How'd the fight go?

OPSFowler says:
::moves back to her station after rerouting OPS control there::

FCO_Braun says:
CO: Thank you, sir.   We were attacked by the New Prussian friagates. With some help from the Monarchy we were able to keep them at bay.

CO_Krust says:
CTO: Very well. Prepare a security team to assist in the cleanup.

FCO_Braun says:
:: moves back to flight control station and logs in ::

CTO_Terr says:
CO: Aye, sir. Thank you.

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Captain Wolfe has also been in communication with us.

CMO_Lee says:
::injects the CNS with a hypospray to keep her blood pressure up as he notices a drop::

Host COWolfe says:
@ COM: Pharaoh ::notices Captain K'rust arrive::  CO:  Captain, good to see you made it out.  You are by far more informed about what has happened.  What is our next course of action?

CTO_Terr says:
TO: I want you to head up the security detail; go in with flak-jakets and rifles.  The area is like a warzone.

TAC_Mabis says:
CTO: Not well until we got back up...4 to 1 odds.

XO_Krieg says:
*CO* : Sir, Zimmerman needs help in engineering. Permission to work damage control.

TAC_Mabis says:
CTO: Aye, sir.

CTO_Terr says:
TO: Soon I will get the FCO to tell you how we evaded four Dominion Battlecruisers.

CMO_Lee says:
::prepares for surgery and activates the Emergency Medical Hologram::

CTO_Terr says:
::looks to FCO::  FCO: Jakob, did you use the Delta series?

FCO_Braun says:
:: grins :: CTO:  Well, you said they would come in handy, and they did!

Host COWolfe says:
<EMH>  Please state the nature of the medical emergency.

TAC_Mabis says:
CTO: Aye. ::goes to armory::

XO_Krieg says:
::v Krieg seems oddly detached in light of the recent incidents::

CTO_Terr says:
FCO: You mean they worked?

CO_Krust says:
COM: Monarchy: Captain, we have ample evidence of a conspiracy. Will you assist us in apprehension of the criminals?

Host COWolfe says:
@ COM: Pharaoh:  Just give the word, Captain. I will lead the security detail myself.

CMO_Lee says:
EMH: Help me with surgery.

XO_Krieg says:
::heads for deck three::

Host COWolfe says:
<EMH> CMO: Understood. What is the problem?  ::salty as ever, walks over to the table::

CTO_Terr says:
CO: Permission to lead the arrest of Eric Paulus?

FCO_Braun says:
CTO:  A series of attack runs on smaller agile ships; wasn't that the Delta series?

Host COWolfe says:
<EMH>  ::reads the datapad and smirks::  Someone has not been playing well with others.

CSO_Fist says:
CMO: Okay, Doc. I'll let you work. I'll be on the bridge. ::exits sickbay::

CO_Krust says:
COM: Monarchy: Excellent! My tactical officer is preparing a team and will coordinate from our end.

CTO_Terr says:
FCO: Yeah, Jakob.

CMO_Lee says:
EMH: She has a large cut to the head, and has fractured her skull.

Host COWolfe says:
@ COM: Pharaoh:  Understood. We'll be awaiting transmission of beamdown location. Monarchy out.

CO_Krust says:
CTO: I mean now, Lt. !!!

Host COWolfe says:
<EMH>  ::eyebrows knit::  CMO: Unresponsive?  Possible brain trauma?

CTO_Terr says:
CO: I'm on it, sir.

XO_Krieg says:
::exits turbo lift onto deck three, the slight pressure change pops his ears::

TAC_Mabis says:
CO: Sir, my team is ready and assembled in the transporter room.

CMO_Lee says:
EMH: Definitely, I am not sure of the exact cause. I'll run a couple of scans on her brain tissue.

CO_Krust says:
OPS: Link bridge records to my chair, Nancy.

XO_Krieg says:
::consults with a crewman and heads to the hull breach::

CO_Krust says:
:: sits in hard chair::

Host COWolfe says:
<EMH>  CMO: I'll get her head taken care of.  ::picks up dermal regenerator::

CSO_Fist says:
::enters bridge::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  WHERE THE STARBOARD PRIMARY PHASER CANNON RESTED IS NOW EMPTY SPACE

OPSFowler says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::runs the links::  Ready for you, sir.

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  I am sorry for the damage, sir. I did the best I could in the situation.

CTO_Terr says:
::arrives in TR::

CTO_Terr says:
TO: Hand me a jacket, please.

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE MONARCHY SENDS WORD THAT THEIR SECURITY TEAMS ARE IN POSITION AND READY TO BEAM DOWN

CTO_Terr says:
::so he can cover up the wound::

CO_Krust says:
FCO: I am seeing that Lt.. As you were.

XO_Krieg says:
::stares at the ripped hull and the beautiful blackness of space::

TAC_Mabis says:
CTO: Your jacket and weapon.

CTO_Terr says:
*CO* : Sir, the TO will secure our area and I will lead a small team to arrest Paulus. Is that satisfactory, Captain?

CSO_Fist says:
::sits at Science I and inputs data taken from the defective weapons::

CTO_Terr says:
::thanks the TO and puts the jacket on gingerly::

TAC_Mabis says:
CTO: Sir, are you sure you are okay?

XO_Krieg says:
::reaches out and touches the forcefield, withdrawing his hand as it crackles::

CTO_Terr says:
TO: Only when I have no limbs am I not okay.

CO_Krust says:
*CTO* : That is acceptable.

TAC_Mabis says:
::raises eyebrow:: Aye, sir.

CMO_Lee says:
EMH: It appears that several small pieces of shrapnel are at the base of her neural cortex.

CSO_Fist says:
::pinpoints the exact frequency needed to disable the rifles::

Host COWolfe says:
<EMH>  CMO:  That could be blocking neural connections, leading to the coma; but no guarantee she will snap out of her current condition, either.

FCO_Braun says:
:: runs diagnostic on the flight controls ::

CTO_Terr says:
Transporter Chief:  Beam the TO and his men down.

XO_Krieg says:
::taps comm badge:: Computer: Computer...   ::stares into space::

Host COWolfe says:
<Computer>  ::chirp::

CMO_Lee says:
EMH: There's never a guarantee.

CO_Krust says:
:: finishes looking over recent bridge records::

Host COWolfe says:
<EMH>  CMO: How insightful.  ::smirks::

CMO_Lee says:
EMH: We just have to hope.

CTO_Terr says:
<TR Chief>TO: Energizing you to the street, Ensign.

CO_Krust says:
FCO: Not bad for your first combat command.

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE STREET IS QUIET. IN FACT, THE SOUNDS OF APPROACHING EMERGENCY VEHICLES CAN BE HEARD. NOT A NEW PRUSSIAN SOLDIER IN SIGHT

XO_Krieg says:
::looks into space again:: Computer: Computer, reinforce the SIF in this area. That's all.

Host COWolfe says:
<Computer>  SIF reinforced to 150 percent and holding.

CTO_Terr says:
TR Chief: Beam me and these four to the residence of one Eric Paulus. The computer has the co-ordinates.

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Thank you, sir. Although this little taste has made me well aware of the burden on your shoulders.

CO_Krust says:
*XO* : Magnus, meet me in the briefing room.

TAC_Mabis says:
# COM: Pharaoh: Away team to Pharaoh. We are on the surface and securing the area. Not meeting resistance at this time.

CTO_Terr says:
<TRChief> CTO: Energizing.

Host COWolfe says:
@ COM: Pharaoh:  We are being hailed by Chancellor von Zunker. He is levying some serious charges against you and your crew.

XO_Krieg says:
::rubs forehead:: Computer: Thank you, computer. Prepare to shutdown all nonessential systems in this area.

CO_Krust says:
:: stands and exits::

XO_Krieg says:
*XO* : Understood, sir.

FCO_Braun says:
:: hears the communication and thinks von Zunker must be full of something ::

CO_Krust says:
FCO: Mind the store a little longer, Jakob.

XO_Krieg says:
::walks to TL::

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.

CTO_Terr says:
$ ::when the beam releases him, he looks around, phaser at the ready, standing in the entrance yard to Paulus' house::

Host COWolfe says:
<Computer>  ::chirps a positive response to the XO's order::

CO_Krust says:
:: enters briefing room::

CTO_Terr says:
$ ::walks up to the door and knocks::

FCO_Braun says:
:: takes the big chair again ::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  NO ANSWER AT THE DOOR

XO_Krieg says:
::exits TL and walks to the briefing room::

TAC_Mabis says:
# ::contunues to search area::

CSO_Fist says:
FCO : Sir, permission to retrieve Manfried's body for a proper burial.

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE CITY BLOCK WHERE THE FIGHTING HAPPENED IS QUIET. ONLY THE CRACKING OF THE BURNING HOVERTRUCKS CAN BE HEARD. THE ONLY BODIES FOUND ARE THOSE OF THE VON KRIEG FAMILY

FCO_Braun says:
CSO:  Only if you can do it by transporter. We can't risk any more personnel on the ground at the moment.

CTO_Terr says:
$ Door: Starfleet Security. I have a warrant for your arrest. Open up or we'll blow the door in.  This is your only warning.  ::nods to the Chief Petty Officer to fire at the door::

XO_Krieg says:
::enters briefing room::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE DOOR IS EERILY QUIET

XO_Krieg says:
CO: Sir, Lt. Commander von Krieg, reporting as ordered.

CSO_Fist says:
FCO: Aye.  ::calls up DNA records for the von Krieg's::

CO_Krust says:
:: sits and motions the XO like-wise::

XO_Krieg says:
::sits without discussion::

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  Lt. Fowler, could you take the flight control again, and run ops through that station?

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION: THE DOOR EXPLODES IN A SHOWER OF WOOD SLIVERS, OPENING THE PAULUS HOUSE

CSO_Fist says:
::scanning the AT's last position for DNA trace::

CO_Krust says:
::looks serious:: XO: You have duties to attend to on the surface, First. 

CMO_Lee says:
::begins surgery to remove the pieces of shrapnel::

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Lt., this could get monotonous.  ::grins::

Host COWolfe says:
<EMH>  ::assists::

CTO_Terr says:
$ ::as the smoke clears from CPO John Kelly's door destruction, the CTO rushes in, shouting::  Starfleet Security, down on the floor and put your hands on your head.  We're armed!

FCO_Braun says:
:: grins back :: OPS:  But if trouble should come up wouldn't you feel safer being behind the wheel?

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Aye. ::reroutes the controls and moves over to the FCO's chair; again::

XO_Krieg says:
::evenly:: CO: Sir, my duties are to you, the crew, and this ship.  We have to stabilize the ship.

CO_Krust says:
XO: Your loss is felt among us all. Do you require my assistance?

TAC_Mabis says:
# Sec Hem/Sec Haw: Start a field morgue. Keep your eyes open for anything unusual.

CTO_Terr says:
$ ::runs into the house, looking left and right::  Tac Team:  Clarke, Chavez, Kelly, Ryan: Split up and check out all the rooms. I'll take his bedroom.

Host COWolfe says:
# <Sec Haw>/<Sec Hem> TO: Aye, sir. ::gets to work::

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Jakob, you trust my flying? ::feigns suprise::

Host COWolfe says:
$ <Tac Team>  CTO: Aye, sir.  ::spreads out::

CO_Krust says:
XO: ::yelling:: BAH! You cannot ignore what has happened, First. You are not that hardened, not yet. You must see to your family.

FCO_Braun says:
:: grins :: OPS:  Sure, you've seen me do it enough times.

CTO_Terr says:
$ ::charges up the steps to what could only be the master bedroom and barges in to find...  ::

OPSFowler says:
::laughs::

XO_Krieg says:
::icily:: CO: If the captain wishes it, it will be done.  ::stands to leave::  Am I dismissed, sir?

CTO_Terr says:
$   ::  ...bedclothes that look ruffled as if they'd only been used a short time ago::

CTO_Terr says:
$ *Pharaoh* : I'm at the Old Paulus place. There's no one home. Transport me to Chancellor von Zunker's position, if the CO agrees!

CSO_Fist says:
::locates Manfried's corpse:: *CMO*: I'm going to try and beam Manfried's body to you. Please prepare it for funeral services.

FCO_Braun says:
*CTO* :  We'll get on it right away.

CSO_Fist ::energizes:: (Transporter.wav)

CTO_Terr says:
$ *Pharaoh* : Don't take too long. Von Zunker and Paulus could be getting away.

CMO_Lee says:
::notices a dead body in his sickbay::

Host COWolfe says:
<EMH>  Hmmm...more work, it appears.

CTO_Terr says:
$ ::shouts for team to assemble for transport::

FCO_Braun says:
OPS:  See that Mr. Terrance is transported to the Chancellor's residence.

CO_Krust says:
:: stands and says evenly:: XO: I see the strengh of your loyalty.

CMO_Lee says:
EMH: It appears so.

OPSFowler says:
FCO: Aye. ::transports the CTO's AT to the Chancellor's home::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  LT. TERRANCE AND THE MONARCHY AT'S APPEAR IN THE CHANCELLORY

TAC_Mabis says:
# ::examines burning transports with tricorder::

CO_Krust says:
XO: Will you turn on us as well, in time?

Host COWolfe says:
<EMH>  ::begins working on the dead body, cleaning it::

CMO_Lee says:
::turns back to the last piece of shrapnel lodged in her cerebral cortex::

CO_Krust says:
:: opens desk drawer:: XO: If that is how you feel? Very well. Get out of here!

Host COWolfe says:
$  <NPP Guards>  ::noticing the armed AT's::  Hey?  What are you doing here?  ::stands in the doorway to the Chancellor's door::

Host COWolfe says:
$  <NPPGuards>  You cant go in there.

CTO_Terr says:
$ ::says to the guard:: Starfleet Security, get out of the way!

XO_Krieg says:
::trembling with anger, he turns smartly and walks out of the briefing room::

Host COWolfe says:
$  Guards:  Watch this.  ::pushes them aside and kicks the door open::

XO_Krieg says:
::and heads to a TL, entering::

Host COWolfe says:
ACTION:  VON ZUNKER AND ERICH PAULUS, WITH CASES, LOOK UP AT THE ARRIVING AT'S

CTO_Terr says:
$ ::walks along with Wolfe and up to the chancellor::

CTO_Terr says:
 $ ::walks up to von Zunker:: von Zunker: Chancellor von Zunker, I am Lieutneant Andrew Terrance, USS Pharaoh and Starfleet Security.  I have a warrant for your arrest on the listed charges.  You do not have to say anything, but if you say something which you later rely on in court, it will be stricken from the record.

CMO_Lee says:
::places the last piece of shrapnel in a container::

XO_Krieg says:
::walks and talks:: Computer: Locate the AT and prepare to beam me to those coordinates.

Host COWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@-  END MISSION -@-@-@-@-



